
Root Bathroom Furniture
My bathroom, my choice







We progressively invest in essentially
human spaces - the bathrooms.
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Collaboration with designers
VitrA works with acclaimed industrial 
designers from around the world. 
Not only does the collaboration with 
these top talents improve product 
functionality, but it also introduces an 
entirely original range.

High powered perfection
Seven cutting-edge factories and 
plants in Turkey and Russia, create 
sophisticated designs and maintain 
extremely high standards, whilst 
progressively reducing VitrA’s ecological 
footprint.

Technology lights up the future  
The VitrA Innovation Centre serves as 
the headquarters of the brand’s R&D 
activities with a strong engineering 
team, leading the bathroom industry 
with new solutions and technologies. 

A pledge to the future
VitrA embraces Blue Life, a set of 
guidelines devised to mitigate our 
impact on the environment, and is 
held as a production, design and 
management philosophy.

Improved personal hygiene 
VitrA’s continuous research into human 
health introduces new technologies 
for improved hygiene in the bathroom. 
These solutions raise the personal 
hygiene experience to a new level.

VitrA across the world 
Bathroom designs greet customers 
around the world through 2000 sales 
points in over 75 countries, including 
150 exclusive VitrA showrooms in 
Istanbul, London, Cologne, Moscow, 
Dubai, Mumbai, Delhi, and other major 
cities.

It’s all about inspiration
It all begins with questions posed by the 
design discipline to understand needs, 
desires and choices. Designed by VitrA, 
an extraordinary wealth of attractive 
combinations help satisfy these needs 
and desires.

The complete bathroom
Exploring physical and emotional needs, 
VitrA invests in design to produce every 
essential element in the bathroom. 
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S e r i  i s m i
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Root Bathroom Furniture



Root Groove6
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The new Root Collection is based on a simple 
design idea that allows you to create your ideal 
bathroom.

The collection, created with every detail in mind, 
offers a variety of size and style options to fit any 
bathroom. With an array of colours to choose 
from you can personalise your furniture with 
additional handle and leg options. 

The perfect 
solution for 

a dream bathroom



R o o t



Root Flat
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R o o t

Root Round 

Root GrooveRoot Flat

Root Classic
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The collection comes in three different design 
options for a personalised bathroom experience.

Root Flat offers a sophisticated option for those 
who appreciate a minimalist design with its 
simple, modest lines.

Root Groove offers a contemporary bathroom 
design with matt colour options and stylish door 
detail.

Root Classic provides a wonderful alternative 
for those looking for a classic, traditional style, 
reminscent of the timeless shaker design.

A smart and easy 
combination
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R o o t

Root Classic
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Root

Root Classic
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R o o t

White high gloss Matt storm grey

Sahara beige high gloss Cordoba

Pearl grey high gloss Matt dark blue

Anthracite high gloss Natural Oak

Matt rock grey Walnut
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Rich colours

Root Flat

Root Flat offers three different finishes: matt, high gloss and wood. Matt and 
high gloss colors are made from 100% recyclable material.

The high gloss white, pearl grey, anthracite and sahara beige colours add 
a shine to the bathroom with their smooth gloss finish.

The rock grey, storm grey and dark blue colours have a matt finish and
work perfectly for creating a modern looking bathroom. Contrasted with 
natural wood on the inside of the drawers, these finishes create a warming 
balance. 

Natural oak, walnut and Cordoba colour options are available for those who 
want the warm and calming effect of wood in their bathrooms. It provides 
a stylish and natural contrast to the anthracite colour wood inside the 
drawers of the washbasin units.
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Matt graphite

Matt f ijord green

Matt grey 

Matt dark blue

Matt light greyMatt white 

Matt retro green

R o o t
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Root Groove offers a modern style with its 
matt colours and joint detail on the doors.

The collection, offers seven colour finishes in 
an array of warm and cool tones. This includes: 
white, light grey, grey, graphite, dark blue, 
retro green and fjord green.

The handles are available in black, white or 
chrome, to allow you to match your brassware 
and accessories seamlessly. 

A modern look

Root Groove
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R o o t

Matt graphite

Matt f ijord green

Matt grey 

Matt dark blue

Matt light greyMatt white 

Matt retro green
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A classic look

Root Classic

Root Classic offers a contemporary twist on a classic design, 
available in a selection of matt colour finish options. A traditional 
bathroom design with its matt colour finishes. The shaker style 
drawers have been designed to bring sophistication into your 
bathroom space, whilst remaining timeless throughout different 
bathroom trends.

Available in seven different colours including white, light grey, grey, 
graphite, navy blue, retro green and fjord green. Which can be paired 
with either black, chrome or white handles.
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Collections

Root Flat



R o o t

Root Flat

Tidier 
bathrooms
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Tidier 
bathrooms

Root Bathroom System has been designed to meet all 
kinds of needs. Cabinets and drawer units help to keep 
items organised. Partitions inside the drawers enable 
easy organisation of items such as hair dryers, 
brushes and bathroom essentials to maintain a tidy 
bathroom space.

Root Flat
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R o o t

Root Flat Root Flat
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The proportions of the lower drawers have been 
optimised through ergonomic tests to provide 
an ideal space for cleaning products to be 
stored securely, thanks to the specially-designed 
smaller sections.

Intuitive 
storage 



Root Flat



The washbasin units are available with different 
door and drawer options, offering additional 
storage and a more efficient use of space.

The four-drawer washbasin unit has been designed 
specifically for larger bathrooms, offering an ideal 
solution for bigger families.

Doors or 
Drawers?
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Root Flat
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R o o t

Root Round 

Root Flat Root Groove
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To complete your bathroom design choose from 
the range of wall storage cabinets.
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R o o t

Root Round 

Root Classic Root Flat
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With tall, small standard and narrow unit 
options, with or without a laundry basket, the 
collection provides storage solutions for all 
needs.

Tall units with open shelves make it easy to 
access frequently used items, while the laundry 
basket provides a modern alternative for storing 
washing. Narrow compact tall units provide 
precious storage space for small bathrooms.



R o o t

Root Flat
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Washbasin units and accompanying storage units are 
available with a narrow depth to accommodate even 
the smallest of bathrooms.

The washbasin units are the ideal solution for 
compact bathrooms with depths of 28 cm and 38 cm, 
in addition to the standard depth of 46 cm.

Storage space 
for smaller 
bathrooms
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R o o t

Root Classic
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Root

Root Groove
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S e r i  i s m i
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Design your bathroom 
step-by-step



R o o t

Root Flat
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The Root Bathroom Configurator was created to make 
designing your ideal bathroom even easier. 

With the Root Bathroom Configurator it is easy to 
design the desired bathroom by choosing the style, 
type, dimensions and colours the range offers.

My bathroom, 
my choice

Try it for yourself!
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The ideal solution for
your dream bathroom

in 3 steps

The Root Collection, allows you to design the 
bathroom of dreams in just three easy steps.

1- Choose your style. Wether it be Flat, Groove or 
Classic furniture, pick your colour and match it with 
your preferred basin style. (Watch out for extended 
lead times on some of the colours.)

2- Now pick the size of your washbasin unit and 
decide wether you want doors or drawers. Also 
consider your tap and if you want this deck 
mounted or wall mounted.  

3- Lastly, choose your additional storage. Do you 
want a small lower unit or a tall unit with a laundry 
basket? The choice is yours. 
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Taps

Washbasins

Bathroom Furniture

1. Step: Style

Root Square

Integra

Flat

Root Round

Zentrum

Groove

Minimax

Integra 
Classic

Classic

Bathroom furniture colours
Root Flat

Root Groove and Classic

White 
high gloss

Matt 
white

Matt 
rock grey

Matt 
fijord green

Sahara beige 
high gloss

Matt
grey

Matt 
dark blue

Matt 
dark blue

Pearl grey
high gloss

Matt 
light grey

Matt 
storm grey

Matt 
retro green

Anthracite 
high gloss

Matt 
graphite

Natural 
oak

Walnut Cordoba

Tap colours

Chrome Gold Matt Black Brushed nickel

Handle colours

White Chrome BlackCopper
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Integra

With door
H: 55 cm

H: 40 cm

H: 65 cm

H: 75 cm

H: 85 cm

Washbasin units

Handles

Bathroom furniture

45x28 cm

45x28 cm

60x38 cm

60x38 cm

60x46 cm

60x46 cm

Zentrum

Integra Classic

With door

With one drawer

With two/four drawers

With three drawers

2. Step: Dimension
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80x38 cm

80x38 cm

80x46 cm

80x46 cm

100x46 cm

100x46 cm

120x46 cm

120x46 cm
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Side and tall units
25x40x70 (h) cm 25x55x85 (h) cm 25x55x85 (h) cm 25x55x155 (h) cm

3. Step: Complementary modules
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25x55x180 (h) cm 35x40x95 (h) cm 35x40x155 (h) cm 35x40x180 (h) cm
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VitrA London
Turnmill Building
64 Turnmill Street
London EC1M 5RR
Phone: +44 (0) 203 687 3150
Email: london@vitra.co.uk
www.london.vitra.co.uk 

VitrA Turkey
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul, Turkey
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitra.com.tr

VitrA UK
Park 34 Collet Way,
Didcot Oxon Ox11 7WB, UK
Phone: +(44 1235) 750 990
Fax: +(44 1235) 750 985
www.vitra.co.uk

VitrA Germany 
Agrippinawerft 24,
50678 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-0
Fax: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-500
www.vitra-bad.de

VitrA France
Z.I. Le Poirier - CS 80019
F - 28132 Nogent Le Roi  CEDEX, France
Phone: +33 (0) 2 37 38 69 92 
Fax: +33 (0)2 37 51 43 94
france.vitrabathrooms.com

VitrA Italy
Viale San Pietro 83
41049 Sassuolo (MO), Italy
Phone: +39 0536 1818100
italy.vitrabathrooms.com

VitrA UAE
2020 Building – Al Quoz 3 Plot 27 
Showroom No: 7 Sheikh Zayed Road –
Dubai/UAE
Phone: +971 (4) 547 8045
www.vitraglobal.com

VitrA India
F-001, F-002, F-003, 1st Floor 106,
Vikas Centre, S V Road,
Santacruz (West), Mumbai - 400054
Phone: +(91) 22-6708 5000
www.vitra-india.com

VitrA Russia
9, Varshavskoe Highway, Bldg.1
Danilovskaya Manufactory
Block ‘Sitsevy’, 4 Entr. , 1st Floor
Moscow 117105 Russia
Phone: +7 (495) 221 76 11 (ext. 1101) 
www.vitra-russia.ru

VitrA International
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul, Turkey
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitraglobal.com
export@vitra.com.tr
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